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CHAPI'ER I 
STA'IEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In 19.51, the writer was anployed· as principal. of the elementar,y 
school at Assumption, n 1 i nois 
• 
This location might be considered a 
typical mid-wstem fanning community with a population of fifteen­
hundred and having an assessed evaluation of fourteen-million dollars. 
At this time, there were 22$ children enrolled in the city elementary 
school in grades one through six. This building had ten rooms with 
an average enrollment of about twenty-three pupils per room. 
Of course, m;y first jroblem was to win the friendship, confi­
dence and co-operation of the faculty• The first few months in m;y 
new job were spent in attanpting to accomplish these things. We began 
by holding regularly scheduled monthly faculty meetings at 'Hhich time 
refreshments'- were served. Two teachers were appointed as a refreshment 
committee far each meeting. 
At these meeti.Dgs, we b.egan to discuss w� in which we could im­
prove our educational. program for boys and girls, as well as for teachers. 
It was decided to take a look at our present educational program to see 
what things ve could start with in our improvement program. 
We decided, first of all, that we needed a well-planned testing 
progrSm. Secondly, ve decided that we needed a new two-drmrer metal 
f'illng'cabinet for each teacher. This filing cabiil0t would be used 
to ·keep important records of each pupil handy at each teacher's finger­
tips instead of being filed awq in the principal's office, as was true 
2 
prior to this time. Everyone agreed that this wouid be a good project, 
bnt the problan of financing the improvements had to be solved first 
of all. 
Vie began to discuss the ·fact, that in addition to our city ele­
mentary building, the school qstem also included a rural-consolidated 
el ementary school located five miles from town. This building consisted 
ot two rooms with· an average enrollment of approximately forty chil­
dren, in g rades one to six. Also, in the school system. a new junior 
high school bnilding had just been completed. 'l'his building housed 
' 
grades seven and eight • .  Of course, we also bad a regular fo�year 
high school With an approximate enrollment of 130 stu dents. 
The rtlral-consolidated elementary bnildi.ng mentioned above was 
costing the district much more per capita\ than a.DI' of the other three 
buildings • .  It necessitated extra bus transportation of pupils,' utility 
bills and salaries for two teachers. The board of education was shoim 
where they could save the district ten-tbousand dollars per year by 
abandoning the rural school and transporting all of the children of the 
district 1 enrolled in grades one tc six, to the city elementary schooJ.o 
This was done in J.952, and the results have ·been very good. We now 
bad more money to operate our school, a1though in doing so, there was 
an increase in enrollment of about four pupils per room, br.lnging our 
enrollm.en1t to approximately twent,--seven pupils per room. This minor 
consolidation had helped in saving the district ten-thousand dollars 
per year. We felt it. was only.fair it we spent a few or those dollars 
in trying to improve our educati onal program.. 
Since the faculty 1 as a whole 1 was sharing in the increased 
responsibility of educating the forty extra children from the rural 
school, we felt that the faculty should have a voice in spending some 
3 
. o� the money to imirave our school. With this in mind, we call.ad a 
special meeting and imrited the superintendent. We discussed our plans 
with him and he was most agreeable and co-operative. We pointed out 
in this meeting, that few teachers kept an;.r kind of' a record folder on· 
indiv:1dual pupils. The only records kept were the cumulative records 
ot health, yearly grade averages, attendance, and promotion records. 
- . . 
These cwnul.ative records were kept in the principal' a office and about 
the only time teachers saw them was at the end of each year when the,y 
made the necessa17 entries. Few teachers bothered to look at the cumu­
lative records ot their pu.pils at the· beginning o£ the scliool year to 
tr.y to determine their weak or strong points and. their physical handi­
caps. It 1s almost an educational "cliche" that each teacher must 
f • 
learn all she can about the child and then she can better meet his or 
her need.a •. 
We discussed the purchasing of the filing cabinets with the 
superintendent and showed him our �eed far them, which was essenti� 
that the teachers could now ha'Ve the children's records for immediate 
referral. Be agreed With us and the cabinets were purchased, one for 
each teacher. 
The hanging frames were parchased for the top drawer of each 
cabinet .and· installed for the teachers. These trames were to be used 
to contain falders for each child. .All important data on the child, 
such as standardized teat results, case studies made by professional 
4 
. people, e.g., psychiatrists, psychologists, etc., anecdotal. records, 
etc.,_ were to be filed in these folders • .  The bottom drawer of each 
cabinet was for cumulative records, so they would al.wqs be han� for 
teachers to use. 
Now, we were re8'\Y to stax-t plannjl'.€ a systematic testing pro­
gram.. ·:First, we decided what grades to test and what tests to use. 
Table I -shows· our testing program over a period of four years. 
Be!ore this testiDg program began, the question of how to use 
the test rasul ts was discussed with the teachers. This program was 
to become one means of collecting necessary and valuable inf ormation 
on the child. 'We felt that standardized test results should be a 
part of this informationJ however, they were to be used simultaneou­
\ 
sly with specif'ic subject matter tests, such as teacher-made tests 
or specific tests made by the same authors who wrote the textbooks. 
. . 
Teachers were instructed that standardized tests can oe used for the 
purpose of obtaining a general measure of the level of learning in 
schools· and school systems as a �ole. Teachers were further ins�ruc­
ted that the tests which we were giving were :-not to be used for the 
purpose of judgiDg or r atillg any individual teacher. The tests were 
- ,  • " '. · · . . 
·� . � 
al.so to be used for the purpose of diagnosing indiv.tdual. and group 
difficulties. 
Each': teacher -would prepare an 1ndi vidual diagnostic chart of 
each pnpil' s difficulties provided with the tests. A record of his 
-
, 
intelligence tests and a class analysis chart woUld be kept in each 
student's folder. We all felt that the teacher would be better equipped 
to do a better job of teachirlg if she had this information concerning 
TABLE I 
TESTING PROGRAM FOR SCJIOOL YEARS 1952-SS 
Yr. Gr. Intelligence Achievement Reading Readiness 
Tests Tests Tests 
l I Cal.it. Ment. M. Metropolitan Row Peterson 
· 9 II It a n ft 
s III n a a \SI 
'2 IV n n n .. 
v II n 
VI a ft 
l I Metropolitan Row Peterson 
9 II a n 
s m ' " n . 
3 IV n 
v n 
VI • 
l I Cal.1f'. Ment. M. California Bow Peterson 
9 II " A n n 
s m It a 
.4 .IV ft 
v n . 
VI A 
l I Otis (Alpha) callf omia Rav Peterson 
9 II n n II 
s III It n n 
s IV Otis (Beta) "' 
v a " 
VI n n 
the child and bad it in her personal. file tar immediate referral. 
As is shown in Table I, this program , calls tar the use of in­
telligence tests, achievement tests, and reading readiness testso 
The cost of a testing program described in Table I was reduced 
to less than ten cents per po.pil per year under.the tolloring pl.ano 
According to the program on page five. eaehtestvas to be used two 
years on:cy. In 19$41 the �al:ifonna Tests were ord,ered. to include 
machine scoring a:nawer sheets. This was expensive for one year•s· teet­
ing. · In order to lover our average testing experistb we planned.. to use 
the same test booklets the second year. but score them. ourselves; there-
fore, we had little expense the second year. We thought this a wise 
·plan for two reasons: (1) It is a good idea to use the same test at 
least tw years in succession in order tG get a more accurate compari­
son of test. reauit·s;� {2) It· used in the manner mentioned above, it 
gives you two years testing for the price of oneo 
To begin our testing program as set f ortJl in Table I, we im­
mediately ordered sufficient number of testing materials tor our 
entire elemente.r;r building.· When the tests, arrived each teacher was 
. 
. 
given a manual of il'lstructions for giving the tests and after she had 
studied it for a few. dqs, · we held a meeting to make certain that all 
teach.era knew bow to ad:rlinister the tests proper�. The booklets were 
not given to teachers until the dq the tests were to. be given. Then, 
on a gi van dq 1 signs were hung on the door of each classroom which 
read, 11Testi:Dg, Keep Out Please11o This was done to m:lnim:lze the pos­
sibility ot having test scores infiuenced by extraneous factors. 
7 
Each teacher gave and scored her own tests. The "Class Anacy'sis 
Cb.arts" and the "Diagnostic Charts of Pupil Difficulties", were pre-
pared by .the teachers in order to give teachers a thorough understand-
1 
ing of each pupil 1 s achievement ·and each pupil 1 s difficulties. It mq 
be the teachers will learn considerab:cy more about those things measur-
ed by the tests, i.t' this, seaming:cy routine and clerica1 wrk of re­
cording resul.ts, is done by the teachers. .A.f'ter the test results 
had 'been re corded o� cumulative.records, these charts were placed in 
. . 
each child's individual folders for fu.rther reference and stud;y • .  
. The next step in our planned program was how to use these test 
results to improve our education.al program. Before an attempt is made 
to show our results or how we used them, a discussion of standardized 
tests is necessary• It might also be said that the comparisons ma.de 
throughout the paper are mt statistical. in nature. The possibility 
of the differences being a matter of chance is recognized by the 
writer. 
lnoss, c. c., Measurement in Todw's Schools, (New York, Prentice-Ha111 Inc., 1945). p.�o3 -
I 
CHAP'l'ER II 
SOME USED AND MISUSE'S OF STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS 
First of all,, let us discuss same common misuses of standardized 
test results and implications on educational programs� The use of test 
. results can be detrimental to an educat.ional program if they are used 
to · di ctate curricula to teachers as well as to dictate efforts of pupils. 
It bas been mentioned that . the very powers sought in standardized 
testing has been a two-edged weapon,, damaging the educational program 
as mu.ch as helping it. One essential difficulty is that achievement 
tests might detennine the curriculum. &th college students and 
younger pupils devote much of' their time to t¢1l!; to ascertain what 
' 
will be tested,, so they can st'l.1d1' that material and neglect arJything 
else. The teacher,, too, may be driven by the test to direct her en­
ergies into the paths the tests dictate• even though she Jmows the full 
effect of her teaching ma;y be himered andpemaps made undesirable. 
Many schools in the pa.st have been unable to modify their curricula be-
. 
. 
. 
� 
cause graduates were fore� to pass traditional college entrance ex­
amiilationa 'if they wished to ge to college. Such tests have been 
liberalized in recent years to permit more. flexibility in lowe� 
. l . 
school curricul.a. Tests encourage soUDd teachiag and sound stud;r 
l ' . ' ' Crcnbach,, Lee J.,, Essentials 2£. Es,v;chological Testing, Harper & 
Brothers,, (New York,, 1949), p. 282 . . 
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attitudes only when they measure all the behaviors th e teacher wishes to 
develop, or that the tests be· recogni.zed as measuring only part of the 
'Hhole curriculum. 
When tests have been used to detennine with whom to find fault, 
they .have bred considerable ill will. A whip motivates, but it builds 
tension. Teachers have,.in some cases, been discharged because stand-
8.rd.ized test results were interpreted •·pointing them out as poor 
teachers. Promotion of pupils :trom grade to grade bas sometimes rested 
on resuJ.t·s of standardized tests, with little or no consideration given 
to other school· re cords. 'lbe adnd m strator who introduces tests can 
make them. an all7 of teacher and pupil, away for both· to detem.ine how 
to improve tbemsel ves. But if he is not care:tul, he will arouse 
. anxl.eties which mq even reduce the morale and. efrecti veness or the wbble 
organization. 
A common eITOr in app]Jring standardized tests has been to empla.r 
the norms wi tb.out considering vhat might reasonabl.1' be expected in tems . . � 
of pupil abilit7. 2 It is the belief of' the writer' that this is one of ' ,,. i 
the greatest or all misuses of' standardized tests. In order to judge 
a pupil by the results o:t a standardized test, one must consider Jll8D1' 
control.ling factors such as, I. Q., mental age, chronological age, 
both his physical and his mental health, bis en'Viromnent and his past 
experiences, such as travel, etc. That is llh1' it was insiSted that our 
. ' 
record folders for each pupil inclllde infomation on all of the above 
� 
. 
Cronbach, Pszchological TestiDS, P• 282. 
mentioned factors. 
Another common lllisuse of the r esults of standardised teats is 
to file thm awq in the adm1ni•tratar•a office never to be used b.r 
�ne. This vaa prett7 much the case in .la9Ulllption a tn years ago. 
Teachers handed in their class anal79ia charts to the adm1 nutrator 
with little or no knowledge aa to bow er when they were used. 
10 
still another mi8Wle of test results, which was common ill our 
school at t.hia tillle, vaa to give the tests at the close of the school 
19ar instead of at the be� of the school 7ear. If teachers and 
pupils alike are going to profit from the results of cliagnostic tests, 
th&.f must have the reaulta at the beginning rather than at the close of 
3 
the school ,ear. For 9lalllp1e, if diagnosed weaknesses are di.Bcovered 
ear]¥ in the school 7ear, then teacher md pupil alike can plan their 
work in an attempt to overcome those weaknesses, but if those weak­
nesses are not diagaosed until the end o£ the school 7ear, the teacher 
nor the pupil has GT chance of profiting b.r the reaults of the tests. 
As 79t, this idea has not carried and ve still give tests in Ma;y instead 
ot in Sept•ber. However, we do have a specl.al meeting in September, 
at llhich time thi.8 information fl'om teat reaults is pused on to the 
proper teacher, together with cl.ass and individual diagnostic chart.. 
This plan has its aerits, also, becauae certain advantages can be 
real.ized b.r gi Ting tests at the end of tbe ;rear rather than at the 
beginning of the school 7ear. For empl.e, test reaults obtained at 
3 Ibid, p. Z99. 
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the end of the school year can be used partial'.cy as a basis tar deter­
mining promotion from the grade and, also, tor teachers to judge their 
own teaching methods. There is, also, the tact that many studies have 
shown a significant decline in knowledge at the end of the summer va-
4 cation. Unless the teacher receives the test results ear'.cy in the 
term, it stands to reason that she cannot plan her program as effect­
ive'.cy as she lllight have had she possessed this information ear� in the 
fall. 
This brief discussion or misuses or standardized tests has by 
no means exhausted all possible misuses, but it has mentioned some of 
the more important misuses of test resu1ts. 
In view of the dangers found in indiscriminate use of stand­
ardized tests, it is important to fo1111ulate a policy to guide the sound 
use of tests in schools. In recommending the use o.f standard tests, 
there are four questions to be answered: 'When shou1d they be used? 
'What shou1d they test? Which tests should be chosen? How shou1d the 
results be used?· or these, the fourth is paramount.5 
The proper .function o.f a test in school is to impro ve the educa­
tional program.· It may do so by helping plan what learniJl1: experiences 
a pupil needs, by in:iicating wqs in which t eaching can be improved, 
or by building attitudes in pupils and teachers which will promote 
better teaching. Some educators review and discard. all purposes of 
6 
testing in schools save one -- guidance of the pupil. Guidance is 
conceived, however, not in narrow vocational tems, but as the problem 
1'Ross, Measurements, P• 202. 
5,6 Op. Cit., P• 299. 
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ot finding out al.l about the pupil so that his growth can be iromoted. 
Once this point of view 18 accepted, several corollaries follow. 
If tests are tor guidance, t hey are initial not terminal, parts of the 
educative pl'OCess. There is little merit in testing after it is too 
1.ate to pl'ofit tran the results. 7 For this reason, more and more schools 
are using achievement tests at; the beginning of the school year. When 
suitable tests are given and the results placed in the bandll of every 
teacher, they provide a sound basis for planning the year's wo:rl!:. Under 
this point of v.l.ew, there is no argument against testing again in the 
spring to detennine improvement, but in :fall testing, the emJiiasis is 
placed on diagnosis and guidance, rather than marking and recrimina­
tion, as was mentioned above. 
If tests are used for guidance, they are to be 'USed for the pupil 
rathe r than on him. They- become a means for him to assess his weaknesses 
and help motivate him to co-operate with the teacher in overcoming tha. 
Increasing atten tion should be paid to specific perfo:nnances and 
success on particular i tems, or particular sub-skills in complex tests. 
Attention to what is missed, rather than how much, is a step toward 
eliminating the error. 
Interpretation is likely to be adequate only when tests are com­
parable . Comparable tests measure growth fran. year to year, and compare 
the pupil's developnent in various types of behavior. For this reason, 
it is wise to choose a good standardized test for the elementary school 
and use it for two or three 79ars in succession, in order to compare 
scores obtained by the same pupils from grade to grade. 
This plan is used in our school as revealed in Table I. BJ' 
using thi.8 pl.an, w are testing e'\18 ry child in our school under two 
different teachers with the Metropolitan Acbie'V9llleul; Tests and with 
1.3 
the California Achievement; Tests. Result• of these tests will be shown 
grapu.� in later chapters. 
The California Achievement Test Filucational Bulletin, DU11lber 18, 8 
lists three esseut;ial f'unctions ot standardized diagnostic tests as 
fol.lows& 
1. They- provide the data for judging the causes of pupil 
difficulties. 
2. They- pi:-ovide a list of specific strengths as well ae 
iroblems, difficulties, and needs for each pupil as 
all as for the cl.ass as a whole. 
3. They- irovide grade placanent and percentile rank data 
which reveal the status of each individual as well as 
of the class as a whole with respect to the objective 
being tested. 
Without further discussion of the general. uses of standardized 
tests results, let us now take a look at how standardized teats were 
given, socred and used in the AssUJ11ption elementary school. Chapters 
III and IV of this stld;r are used to preserrl; certain facts reveal.ed 
hY' the Metropolitan and the Cal.ifornia tests respect�, and how 
this infomation was evaluated and used to help 00,-S and girls in their 
learning processes. 
8 Tiegs, E. w., Educational Diagnosis,California Test Bureau, 
(Loe Angeles, 1952), P• 8. 
CB.APTER III 
GIV!lfG AND USI'OO METH>POLIT.AN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
After proper materials far testirg were f'Urnished to each teacher, 
they were studied and discussed with each teacher. The different teachers 
then gave their respective tests, scored them and properly- recorded the 
results on the class record sheet and on the class �sis charts for 
each room. As soon as this in.formation was recorded on the child's 
cmn1lati ve record, the class record sheets were filed in the principal' a 
office for f'tlrtber reference and stud;y. The class anal.7sis charts were 
retained by the respective teachers for 1111e in the special consideration 
of diagnosed weaknesses •ong the individual members of the class and 
of the class as a whole. 
Securing this diagnostic information was relativeq simple, but 
the problem ot the proper methods ot dealing with them was a big one, 
and somewhat beyond the scope of this paper. The raainder of this 
chapter shall be devoted to an explaDation of how we attempted to 
evaluate these results and some graJii cal pictures of what the results 
actual� revealed. 
The C&lltornia Educational Bulletin Number 1, 1 lists bri.efl.y 
the following suggestions as to how the tests mq be used to an ad­
vantage a 
1ifov Tests ti rp:o;J;ur Schools, Published by Calii'ornia Test Bureau, (L08 e es, , p. 2 
l. To dete:mine the ac:hievaaent level of each pupil in 
each subject and on the total battery as a C011lposite 
achievement measure. Thus, the strength and weaknesses 
of individual pu.pile are revealed and a basis is pro­
vided tar individualization of instruction in the 
classroaa. 
2. To determine whether a class ar a school as a whole 
is up to a reasonable standard in learning skills 
and academic achievement. 
, 3. To detem1ne how one class compares with other classes 
in a school or school district in any measurable res­
pect. 
4. To determine in what subjects or types of activity the 
achievement of classes as a whole is unsatisfactory, 
suggesting a need f or modification in such factors, 
as the daily prograa, course ot stud;T, materials of 
instruction, or teaching procedures. 
This list of uses is far !rem exhaustive. It is intended o� 
to be suggestiw of  sone of the things which may be done with the test 
results. 
Suggestion Ntunber 1, namely, achievement of the individual child, 
is probably the most i:mportant of all, if tests are to be used to improve 
the educational program for boys and girls. 
Most tests ldlich attE111pt to measure various aspects of a subject, 
mx1 all test batteries, provide with each test a !om for graphical 
record of each pupil'• pertormace. 2 Table II Uow8 a aaple recard of 
an average second grade pupil in our school tor the "Metropolitan 
Achievuent Tests, Primary II, Battery"• This record enables the teacher 
to see at a glance, not only the pupil's general le'Tiij, but a picture 
ot bis strong and weak points as well. Note that the solid line on 
the chart represents the cl.ass awrage on the different subject matter 
2aoss, Measurements, P• 218. 
areas, and the broken line represents the i:o:lividual pupil's achieve­
ment on these subtests. 
TABLE II 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART R>R STUDENT aza 
Metropolitan Achievement. Tests: 
Test 1 
Read­
ing 
Test 2 
Word 
Mean. 
Test 3 
Ari.th. 
Fund 
Test 4 
Arith. 
Prob. 
Primar;r II Batterz 
Test 5 
Spel.liDg 
ATer­
age 
A.chi Te 
-
Grade 
Equiv. 
Scale 
- 4.o 
-
- 3.0 
- 2.5 
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This particular child happens to haw an I.� o! 100; the 
a"Verage I.Q. for bis class is 101. This piipil had. the s13111e first grade 
teacher and the same second grade teacher as the other members of the 
class. Hi• home life and enviroIJ111ant is about the same as that ot the 
average member of bis class. His health records reveal that his general 
health is about the S13111e as that of an average child, at least acc0rd­
ing to his attendance record. With all this, and certain other infor­
mation in mind, it seems reasonable for the teacher to expect him to 
achieve up to the class average. The results presented in Table II 
show that he did not do this. 
17 
The individual pupil's profile will o� shaw bis part.icul.ar 
needs. The teacher should refer to the class ana:cy-sis chart f'or fur­
ther information with which to plan her pt'ograa; however, since the 
average achievement of the class in each subject has been shown on this 
particular profile, she can see just what her class average was for 
each subject. 
Table II also shows, at a glance, that the average achievement 
of the class was much lower in arithmetic :tundamentals than it was in 
arithmetic problems. Specific information of this kiJVi can be of value 
to teachers in planning their year'.q programs. 
Each child in our entire building was given a proport.ional amount 
of' consideration based upon their part.ieular needs revealed b,r test re­
sults and teacher judgments. This could be done in many wa;ys; however, 
grouping is pt'Obab'.q the most common wq. The biggest pt'oblem. with 
regard to the progran was that teachers spent most of' their time, 
efforts and planning in trying to imp:-ove the anrage and below average 
groups and neglected those pupil.a in the upper groups. Some plans and 
eff'ort.s were introduced to try to JDOtivate, encourage and to teach 
these pupils llho ranked very high both on achievement and on intelli­
gence tests. How to treat this group proper'.q, is sufficient material 
in itself' f'or a stw:t;r of this kind and will not be discussed in this 
paper. 
Table III, shows a comparison of the achievement of each class 
in grades one through six, as revealed b,r results of the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests given in 1952, with the actual gr ade placement of' 
each class . Actual grade placement here means where the child 
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TABLE III 
A COMPARISON OF ACTUAL GRADE PLACEMENl' Wl'l'H TF..5T RF.sULTS FOR l.952 
araae oraae Grade Graa8 draae drad9 Gr8d8 
Pl.ace- l 2 3 4 5 6 
ment 
• .. 
6.8 -
6.6 - ,, -
6.4 - / 
6.2 -
6.o - / 
5.8 - / 
5.6 - / 
5.4 -
5.2 -
5.0 -
4.8 - / 
4.6 - ,.,, 
4.4 -
4.2 -
3.8 - / 
3.6 - / / 
3.4 - / 
3.2 - • , 
3.0 - / 
2.8 -
/ 
/ 
2.6 - ? LEGEND / 
2.4 - • 
2.2 - ----- Test Grade Placement 
2.0 - Actual Grade Placement 
1.8 -
1.6 -
was actuall,y placed in the grades at the time of testing. Actual grade 
placement 18 found bJ' adding .1 to the pipil1s grade for each month 
that has elapsed from the beginning of the school ye ar  to the time of 
testing. For example, if a test was given to a fifth grader in the last 
halt of January, his actual grade placanent would be S.S. 
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This table also shows that the average achievement of each claSfJ 
was som8'11hat above the national nonns except in grades four and six. 
In grade four, the average I.Q. for the class was 97.21 although the 
average I.Q. for each of the other grades was slightly above 100. This 
could wry well be a contributing factor to the fact that this partio­
u1ar grade ranked comparitively lower on the tests that did grades 
one, two, three, or five. May it be noted here, and in later chapters, 
that the sixth grade ranked canparitively' lower each year on &. l tests, 
than did arq other gr ade. The lll'iter has checked a mnnber of schools 
in nearby areas and this was true in every case. The two most common 
reaB:lns given by elementary :i;rincipals for this discrepancy werei 
(1) The tests mq be in error in that at the very top end of the scale, 
that is the sixth grade, the error in measurement is greater because 
of a smaller number of questions on which the person was classified. 
!ll8.Slluch as this is true, the most frequent way a person can error is 
lower and, thus, a lower average score results. The errors are fewer 
and not so great at other parts of the scales and they fall on each 
side, thus, cancelling each other out; therefore, the effect is not 
awarent. ( 2) Inadequate materials of instruction. 
In .further investigating the reasons far this discrepancy 
among sixth graders, the writer l earned that in almost every case 
where the school records were studied, these records showed that 
the test resu1ts revealed a weakness in arithmetic reasoning (written 
problems) and in the mechanics of English grarrmar. These weaknesses 
were great enough to lower, considerably, the class average achievement 
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in al1 other subjects seemed to be satisfacto:i:y. 
Br tallc!ng with irineipals, it was generally' agreed that this 
weakness might be, at least partially, overcome b,r careful conside� 
tion of all the :factors mentioned in item number four, on page sixteen, 
under suggested uses of test results, particular� in modification 
of materials of instruction. It was further agreed b:r several princi­
pals, interviewed b,r the writer, that most sixth grade arithmetic 
textbooks, then in use, did not offer enough practice in written 
problems and that the &lglish textbooks did not present an adequate 
variety of the usea for the mechanics of English gr811111lar• 
It 1s the opinion of the writer that th18 weakness mq also 
show a need for a modification in the � progrm, course of studT, 
and in teaching procedures. The writer is not attempting to solve 
this probl• b,r this li.Jlited stuCV-1 but the information presented above 
mq be a step in the right direction toward improving the educat.ional 
progra b:r proper use of test results and other related factors. 
Table III also shows that. the lower grades rank above the 
national nonns and in the upper grades the lines come closer and closer 
together until they finally meet at about the sixth grade level. It 
shall be interesting to note in the succeeding chapters that this 1s 
true according to the test results of both the Metropolitan and the 
California Achievanent tests 1n all of the four years of testing in­
cluded in this stud;y. However, it shall be pointed out that children 
in the primary grades seem to rank even higher on the California tests 
than on the Metropolitan tests. This seems to be a common critici8DI of 
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ot the California tests. 
The Metropolitan tests were given and scored in like manner 
again the next year, 195.3. The test results were again recorded on 
cumulative records and diagnostic profile cllarts were prepared and used 
in an effort to improve our educational program just as in 1952. 
Table IV shOll's the same comparisoll8 as does Table Ill, except that 
Table IV presents the results o:f the Metropolitan tests :for grades one 
through six1 for the year end� in 19.5.3, instead of :for the year ending 
in 19.52. 
In comparing the results presented in Table Ill, With the results 
presented in Table IV, it should be noted that the same group of pupils,, 
with the lower I.Q.•s, also ranked compariti� lower in the :fif'th 
grade. This could well be because o:f their lower I.Q.•s, and other 
related factors. Thws, it mq be that the nilative� lower per:formance 
o:f grade four in 19.52, was a matter ot a significantly' lower I.Q.; 
however, the siXth grade group again wu relati� lower, which adds 
some weight to the arguments }resented in the discussion of Table m, 
about the sixth grade group. 
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TABLE IV 
A COMPARISON OF ACTUAL GRADE PLACEMENT Wl'l'H TE.ST RESULTS FOR 1953 
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
Place- 1 2 3 4 s 6 
ment 
7.0 -
6.8 -
6.6 - ,; 
6.4 -
6.2 -
6.o -
s.8 -
$.6 - / 
s.4 - / 
s.2 - ,,,,. / 
s.o - / 
4.8 - / / 
4.6 -
4.4 -
4.2 -
4.o - / 3.8 - / 
3.6 - / / 3.4 - )'/ 3.2 - / 3.0 - / LEGDID 2.8 - / 
2.6 - / 
2.4 - ,./ - - - - Test Grade Placanent. 
2.2 - Actual Grade PlacElllent 
2.0 -
1.8 -
1.6 -
CHAPI'l!X IV 
GIVING AND USI'OO CALIFORNIA TF.STS AND A STUDY OF THE RF.SULTS 
In 1954, complete materials for administering the California 
Adlievement Tests, Form AA, and the California Mental Maturit;r Tests were 
seClll'ede The materials for the adlievement tests included both the test 
booklets, with space for answers in the booklets, and the proper answer 
sheets for machine scoring the answers. 
The 195h tests were all given by the building pl"incipal and the 
Assistant Count;r Superintendent of Schools. Teachers wanted the tests 
given this wq for a change, and, also, ao there coul.d be no question 
or teacher ethics in the administration and scoring of the tests. 
The answer sheets for the tests in grades four, five, and six 
were scored on the IBM scoring machine at Eastern Illinois State Col­
lege, Charleston, Illinois,, under the supervision of Dr. Donald Rothschild. 
The building pl"incipal prepared the illdividual pupil's profile charts and 
the class ana]¥sis charts for all machine scored tests. In grades one, 
two, and three, the roaa teachers scored the tests and i:repared the in­
di'Vi.dual and class charts because, of course, no special answer sheet• 
are ued for p.-imary tests. 
ill test resul.ts were recorded on cwnulative records and the 
Indi'Vi.dual Diagnostic Profile (see Table V) for each pipil was prepared 
and filed in his or her individual record folder !or further reference 
and use by the teacher in order that she could pro'Vi.de a program of work 
consistent with the pupil's needs. These profile sheets are irovided by 
the publisher of the tests. 
The pro.tile chart presents a graphical picture of the pttpil 1 s 
achievement for each subtest, fw each whole test, and for the total. 
test. Achievement is shown b;r grade placement. This profile chart 
differs .trc:a the Metropolitan Chart in two vqst (1) 'lhe Cal.ifornia 
Profile shows the percentile rank of the child on each part of the 
test and on the total test, bltt the Metropolitan does not. (2) On 
the back of the Cali!wma Profile is a chart cal.led the Diagnostic 
.Ana:cy's:l.s of Learning Difficulties (see Table V). In these two wqs, 
the California Tests offer aore information than do the Metropolitan 
tests. Howe"fer, one 111&1' question, in part, the reliability of the 
additional information presented. 
Percentile DDI'llS provide a means for making comparisons be­
tween pupils in the same grade group. Ross1gives the follo� 
defimtion of percentiles, "the position of a certain pupil mq be 
more accurate:cy described b;r indicating the percentage of pupils 
who fal.l below him. The points that divide a distribution into 
100 equal di visions, or per. cents, are cal.led *percentiles 11• 
Cronbacb gives the following interpretations of percentiles& 
To eliminate the difficulty of interpreting the results of 
different tests, used for several groups, interpretations are often 
based on "Percentile Rank,11 that is, the person's rank expressed as 
a percentage of the group. Ranks are figured from the top of the 
group, rank l il'ldicating the best perf onnance, but percentiles are 
counted upward, the best performance being near the one-hundredth 
percentile. If a person :falls at the 7th. percentile, this means 
that 7$ per cent of the group is below him. 
The $0th. percentile is the median. The median is the middle 
score in the distribution, the score that is exceeded b;r hal.:f the 
group. The median is determined appro:cimatel.7 b;y counting upward 
from the bottan to :find the middle of the group. 
liioss, Measurements, p. 238� 
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TABLE V 
EXCERPTS FIDM DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE CHART 
CALDORNIA ACHIEVEMM TFMS 
FOR STUDENT "X''* 
�T SUBJECTS 
Re8diiii VocabUiari 
Word Fom 
Word Recognition 
Meaning of Opposites 
Meaning of Similarities 
Reading Comprehension 
Foll� Directiom 
Reference Skills 
Interpretations 
Aritbnetic Reasoning 
Humber Concepl;s 
Signs and Symbols 
Written Problems 
.Arithmetic Fundamentals 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Total Test 
Actual 
Chronological 
Class Average 
T:EST scam 
GRADE PLACEMENT 
6.6 
1.0 
7.0 
7.2 
5 .o 
5.7 
5.8 
6.7 
5.8 
5.9 
6.o 
1.0 
5.1 
5.3 
4.5 
5.6 
5.4 
5.6 
5.7 
4.9 
4.6 
5.2 
PERC:mTILE 
RANK 
9o 
85 
85 
80 
80 
* See Appendix, page i, for complete sample of Diagnostic 
Profile Chart for California Achievement Tests, for student "X" • 
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· TABLE VI 
EXCERPl'S FROM DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS OF LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 
CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
FOR STUDl!m "X"* 
Test Subjects No. Right No. Wrong Total 
Reading Vocabulary 
A. Word Meaning 2s 0 2s 
B. Word Recognition 20 0 20 
c. Opposites 18 3 21 
D. Similarities 12 9 21 
Reading Comprehension 
E. Following Directions 7 3 10 
F. Reference Skills 8 2 10 
G. Interpretations 12 7 19 
Arithmeti e Reasoning 
A. Number Concepts 
Whole numbers 0 1 1 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
D. Addition 
Col1l111Il Addition 0 2 2 
Adding Mone;r l 1 2 
Mechanics of Jihglish md Gr8111llar 
1. Capitalization 
Names of places 1 2 3 
B. Punctuation 
Commas 2 3 s 
Question marks 1 l 2 
* See Appendix,page ii, tor complete sample of Diagnostic 
.Analysis of Learning Difficulties tor California Achievement Tests 
tor student "I". 
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Per centil.e scores on different tests must not be compared un­
less the groups on which they are based are comparable • • • • 
A second probl.em is that percentile scores ma;r not be added 
and averaged without introducing error • • • • 2 · 
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For the purpose of cont.imrl.ty', l.et us use the reSlll.ts of the same 
particular pu.pil as we used in the Metropolitan stuq to make our com­
parisons on the California test results. This pu.pil•s score for the 
entire test fell at the 80th per centile. This means that he exceeded 
80 per cent of the population on whom the test was standardized. 
Examination of the sample profile shows that this pupil had 
chronological grade placement of 4. 7 1 and actual grade placement of 
4.9 am the achievement test grade placement was 5. 7 • Since this 
pupil's measured I.Q. is 100 and because the grade placement and age 
ncrms of this test are based on a pu.pil poplll.ation having a median 
I.Q. of 100 in grades four, five, and stx,3it seems reasonable to be­
lieve that the child's overall achievement of' 5.7 is above his expectancy 
in visw of these facts. 
Further examination of the profile shows, however, that this 
pupil, although he ranked 6.o on reading wcabul.ary, would have ranked 
much higher except for his lllllch lower s core of 5.o in meaning of 
silllilarities. Also, in reading comprehension, his two l.ovest scorea 
were in following directions and in interpretations. These resul.ts 
indicate that the teacher might examine the pupil's specific responses 
to items on these three subtests am perhaps make an additional check 
2eronbach, Ps;rchological Testing, P• 28. 
3Test Manual for California Achievement Tests, El.ementar,r 
� .AA, -cr;o8 Liieies, 1951), P• � 
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of her own to veri.:f)' the results. The teacher can then pl.an a progra 
in reading consistant with the student's needs. 
Much the s•e th�s mq be noted in the arithmetic test. For 
example, in arithmetic reasoni�, he scored. much lower in written 
problems than on number concepts or signs and symbols. In arithmetic 
funiamental.81 he scored much lower in addition than on subtraction, 
imltipl.ication or division. This indicates to the teacher and the pupil 
what areas need illlprovanent. Sillil ar points are revealed in the 
language test. 
Fat' a diagnostic anLcy'sis of' learning difficulties, the teacher 
shou1d now refer to Table VI. If the diagnostic profile indicates that 
the pupil is mak� nonaal irogress in all sections of the test, as thiJI 
pupil se•s to be doing, there is little need for further interpreta­
tion of individual test results. However, e-ven in average and above 
average groups, as reviewed above, certain discrepancies from consis-
tant achievement may be detected and With pupil, teacher and principal 
co-operation improvements can be made in all groups. Interpretation 
and diagnosis .tor remedial. action is of primary value for pupils falling 
below a desirable standard in one or more of the sections of the test.4 
Individual responses to various test items should be examined 
in those test sections where low scores reveal UD8atisfactory achieve-
nent. The functional elenents with which the pupil is having difficulty 
in each of the test sections should be dete:mined. For example, accord-
4 
Ibid., P• 8 
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ing to this Calitomia test profile, unsatisfactoey responses to reading 
itans 69-90 indicated that this pu.pil lacked abiliv in basic vocabulary 
simjl arities. Table VI also reveals that Jll&iYbe ls lacked abiliV in 
adding whole DWllbers, colwm addition and in adding money. However, 
it is interesting to leam by stud;ying this table that the California 
tests atteapt; to reveal information that aq cause teachers to make 
judgments which mq or aq not be t:z:ue. For ex.ample, a closer look 
at Table VI reveals that the California tests attempt; to diagnose 
these weaknesses on the following bases: adding llhole numbers olicy', 
one question vas askedJ column addition on:Qr, two questions askedJ 
and, adding money, again only tvo questions were asked. 
Mald ng decisions or even spending valuable time plaining in­
structional programs on the basis of such l1mi ted data is not advis­
able. As vu pointed out in Chapter II, the one factor in the relia­
bility' of a score or group of scores is the length of the test. We 
can conceive of the results in Table IV representing even different tests 
and few vould agree that the 11test11 on 11CollllllD Addition" consisting 
of two it81118 is veey reliable. For exaaple, re-testing in this partiC11• 
lar area might reveal a different rank order!Dg of students; thus, 
invol'Vi.Dg a ch&nge in the 111811lbership of instructiona1 groups or for the 
individual student. If instruction had been based upon one set of 
test results, significant waste of time would have occurred. Insofar 
as the sub-test scores are based on a reasonable number of items, tlB 
results can be used for diagnosing individual problems. It S8SIS then 
that the Diagnostic Profile and the Diagnostic Jn&cysia of Learning 
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Difficulties (Tables V and VI) , within the restrictions llbich have been 
mentioned, can be a valuable aid in teaching. 
To canpare class achievements in each one of the tests, we Jllust 
use the class record sheet. Teachers find it valuable to use the test 
scores of the entire class for purposes of anal,yzing group deficiencies, 
if an;r, and taking the necessary action to overcome 8Uch deficiencies. 
The following brief discussion outlines the manner in 'Nhich the analysis 
was made in our stud;y. 
At the bottom of the class record sheet, Table m, is a summary 
of cl.us data. A quick look at the three colUlllDS at the extrE111e right 
of the aumnary shows the munber of months the class is retarded or 
accelerated in each subject matter area. Mimls sign denotes retarda­
tion and plus sign denotes acceleration. In this particular test, 
this class showed a retardation of from one to four months in maey of 
the subject matter areas. Hone of these retardation results are of 
great significance because their deviation fl'Olll the expected is not 
great. .Among the uses to which this data can be put are:' 
1. Pupils can be grouped accord� to their lllaStery of 
basic skills in various areas for educational activi­
ties and guidance . 
2. IndiVidual pupils, groups with specific difficulties, 
or the class as a whole may be assigned actiVities and 
projects selected to meet their needs. 
A study of the SUllDllary of the class record sheets bJ' the teachers, 
the prlncipal, and the superintendent revealed, among other things, 
5ibid.., P• ll. 
TABLE VII 
EXCERPI'S FROM SumARY OF CIASS DATA FOR CALIFORNIA 
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR CLASS "A"* 
Test Subjects Median Grade Grade Di.ff. 
Placement Norm 
Reading Vocabulary 6.t 6.9 - .& 
Reading Comprehension 6.6 6.9 -.3 
Tatal Reading 6.6 6.9 -.3 
Arithmetic Reasoning 6.S 6.9 -.4 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 1.0 6.9 ,t.l 
Total Arithmetic 6.9 6.9 .o 
Mech. of Eng. , and Grammar 6.S 6.9 -.4 
Spelling 1.0 6.9 .;..1 
Total Language 6.8 6.9 -.1 
Total for Test 6.7 6.9 -.2 
ChroJ10logical G. P. . 6.9 6.9 .o 
Intelligence G. P. 6.9 6.9 .o 
Median 'f, 'f, 'f, 
Rank Honn Ditf'. 
Reading Vocabular;y 40 so -10 
Reading Comprehension 50 so 
Total Reading so so 
Arithmetic Reasoning 45 50 - , 
.A.ri.thmetic Fundamentals SS so t '5 
Total Arithmetic 50 50 
Mech. of Eng., and Grammar 45 50 - , 
Spelling . 60 so .;.10 
Total Language 45 so - s 
Total tar Test so 50 
* See AppendiJt, page i'lt, tar complete sample of Summar,- of 
Class Data for Class ".A."• 
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that a general weakness occurred in the intermediate grades in arith­
metic reasoning am mechanics of English and grammar. Table VIII 
shows results o! this stud;y. The solid lines on the Table show at a 
glance, that there is a weakness in grades four, five and six, in 
aritlaetic reasoning and in the mechanics of English grammar. As a 
result, we scrutinized the textbooks used and decided that peliia:p11 
a change in text.books and our teaching plans in the general area ot 
arithmetic in grades four, five, and six would be appropriate. OUr 
budget would not peDdt us to bu;y' all new textbooks in all three 
grades, so as an experiment we decided to change textbooks and get 
new teaching aids for the f'ourth grade o�, and to check our results 
in l95S. 
We had been using the John c. Wil'lllton Arithmetic Series in 
these three grad.es for about six ;rears. It was decided to change 
to the new edition of the same series in grade four o�. '!'his 
choice was made, in part, because it se•ed to give adaquate em:r,tiasis 
to the area in which we apparent]1' needed more work. 
The broken lines on the graJh show that the onq significant 
impro'V811lent in our achievement results in 195S, over those of 1954 , 
was in fourth grade arithmetic reasoning. A closer stud;y of this 
graJii reveals that, although the fourth grade improved in achievement 
of aritlnetic reasoning by seven months in terms of grade placement, 
it also went down in arithmetic f'undamentala by tour aonths of grade 
placement. This lhows a much better balanced arithmetic progr• and 
we were more satisfied with the results in the fourth grade. 
.3.3 
TABLE VIII 
AVERA.GE ACHIEvmENTS FOR GRAllE� 41 5, .AND 6 AS MEASURED 
BY CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS GIVEN 
Grade 
Place­
ment 
-
1.0 -
6.5 -
-
6.o -
-
-
s.o -
4.5 -
4.o -
fi88d. 
Voca. 
-
R88d. 
Comp. 
IH 19$4 .A.ND IH 1955 
Tota! J.rith. Ari.th. 
Read. Reas. Fund. 
/ -'\ 
' I 
" 
Tota! MeCh. Tot8l Gr. 
Arith.Eng. For 
Gram. Test 
6 
4 
LmEND 
__ 19$4 Test Results 
- - - 1955 " • 
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Some reasons for this improvement aq be accredited to the fol­
lowing changesa (1) The new textbooks provided much more material in 
written problems. ( 2) New mechanical. devices for the teaching of 
place val.ues of numbers, published for use with the new textbooks, 
were ued according to the teacher's guide accompanying the new series. 
(3) These new devices were studied by both of the fourth grade teachers 
and the principal.. (4) .l few demonstration lessons were taught by 
the textbook re}ll"esentative and the building principal. (5 ) Teachers 
mq have been reinforced by this special interest shown by the admin­
stration in this particular problem. All this special. emphasis, plus 
the teachers • knowledge that a re-testing for comparison of illl}ll"ovement 
would be made this year, 11q, at least partially", account for this 
im}ll"ovement. Thus, again, the results of standardized tests can be 
used to improve the educational progr•• 
A further exaaination of Table VIII shows that, according to 
the 19$5 tests results, no improV8111ent was made in balancing the 
arithmetic program in grades five and six. These results promoted a 
decision to bu;y for the fifth and sixth grades, the new edition of 
the arithmetic textbook and related material.a. 
The weaknesses in the mechanics of English and grammar were 
given special consideration during the school 7ear 19$5-56. On the 
basis of results shown in Table VIII, plus results of the Stanford 
Achie'Velllent Tests given this ;year which revealed an even greater weak­
ness in ltlglish textbooks from the series we were using to a new one. 
As yet, we have no infomation as to the effectiveness of this change. 
Again, this change caused teachers to alter their Elllphasis and to modify 
their lesson plans in an effort to improve the special weaknesses men­
tioned above. In 1957, we plan to re-test again to determine our 
success, if m7, in this particular change. 
Cali:tornia Mental. Matur:l.t7 tests were given in 1954, the results 
were recorded on cumulative records and used in evaluating each pupil' a 
achievemeut according to his or her mental ability. 
California Achie'Vellleut Tests were given again in 1955. This time 
we used the same test booklets as in 1954, but pnpils scored their 
answers in the test booklets. AJJ. the necessary charts and profiles 
were prepared. by teachers. Also, the tests were given and scored by 
teachers. Similar diagnostic studies were made and remedial. work was 
carried on in lllUCh the same Wlcy" as in 1954. 
Tables IX and X shows a cauparlson o! the average achievemeut; of 
each class in grades one through six as revealed by resul.ts or the 
California Achievemeut Tests, given in 1954 and 1955, respectivel:)T, 
with the actual grade placemeut o! each class. 
The writer would like to call atteution to the fact that, here 
again, the primary grades seemed to rank comparative� higher than 
did the intermediate grades. A further comparison or Tables II and X 
with Tables III and IV (Chapter m) reveals the California Tests show 
a greater difference between the average achievement of primary grades 
and the average achievement of iutermediate grades than did the Metro­
politan Tests. This is a common critici&11 of' the California tests which 
seems to be true, according to the comparisons made in this study. 
Grade 
Place­
ment 
1.0 -
-
6.o -
-
-
-
-
$.o -
-
-
-
-
4.o -
-
-
3.0 -
-
-
-
-
2.0 -
.. 
-
-
l.O • 
TABLE IX 
R�TS OF CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT 
TESTS GIVEN IN 19 5ll. 
Grade 
l 
., 
/ 
I 
/ 
Grade 
2 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' /  
/ 
/ 
/ 
Grade 
3 
� ­
/ 
Grade 
4 
GNde 
s 
Grade 
6 
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Grade 
Place­
ment; 
1.0 -
-
-
-
6.o -
-
-
-
-
-
s.o -
-
-
4.o -
-
-
-
3 .0 -
-
-
2.0 -
-
-
-
l.O • 
Grade 
l 
TABLE X 
RESULTS OF CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMl!NT 
TESTS G IVDl IN 19 .5.5 
Grade 
2 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Grade 
3 
Grade 
4 
/ 
/ 
_ ./.  
/ 
/ 
/ 
Grade 
.5 
,,,, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Grade 
6 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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CHAPTER V 
A COMPARISON OF METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS WITH 
CALD'ORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
The writer will not attempt to state that one test. is better 
or worse than another test. Test-making, like most other businesses, 
is competitive. For example, in the automobile indust:cy, sales depend, 
in part, upon the fact that different people like different things. 
Much the same thing is tru.e in selling test materials. One school 
system will like one kind of test and another ma;r like a different kind 
of test. However, in testing, the criteria !or judging tests is con­
stant for all tests. It is not the purpose of thiS paper to prove one 
test better than another. The purpose or this paper is to show how a 
chosen testing program was administered, and how the results were in­
terpreted and used for boys and girls. The purpose or this comparison 
is to show that tests can diffe� and perhaps not measure the same things. 
Before we can evaluate aey test, we must decide how the test 
results are to be used. If test results are to be used for diagnostic 
purposes and remedial work to improve the educational program, rather 
than for admjnj strative purposes to rate teachers, textbooks, etc., 
then we have narrowed the field of evaluation to that of diagnosis. 
One purpose of the testing program used in this study was to diagnose 
individual and class weaknesses to pIOVide a basis for an attaapt to 
improve the educational program of our school. Here are a few simple 
canparisons as to the usability of each test for diagnosis. 
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One of the .first things to consider in this eva1uation, is the 
question of whether or not the tests rank the children too hi� or 
too 1ow, according to what is expected of thm as based upon I.Q., 
chronological age and teacher judgments as to actual grade p1acements. 
Table XI shows a comparison between the actual school grade placement 
and the test grade placement, as revealed by test results, both by the 
Metropolitan Tests and by the California Tests. For the purpose of this 
comparison, the writer used the test results .for two consecutive years 
of testing under each of the two tests being evaluated. Three groups 
of different chronological ages were used. All groups had the same 
first, second, and third grade teachers. Group "A" was given Metro­
politan Achievement Tests in grades one, two, and three in 1952 and 
in 1953, respectively. Group "B" was given California Achievement 
Tests in grades one, two, and three in 1954, respectively. 
Table XI shows that the average achievement .for group "A", 
as revealed by the Metropolitan tests, was much lower than the average 
achievement for group "B", as revealed by the California tests in terms 
of grade p1acem.ent. The difference in the two groups as to average 
I. Q. was almost neg1igib1e. This was also true for average chrono­
logical age and, of course, the actual grade placements were identical. 
.for both groups. There.fore, it seems rea8onab1e to assume, on the 
basis of these comparisons, that the California Achievement tests 
rank children higher than do the Metropolitan tests. 
This difference � result for a nmaber of reasons. The first 
is that the two tests mq have been standardized on sanples drawn .from 
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TABIE XI 
COMPARING METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TF.STS 
WITH CALIFORNIA ACHIEV»mNT TF.STS 
ietU&i mt. Mass Groupe Test 
and Grade Grade /. or - Average I.Q. 
Grades Placemeat Placeaant 
Group "A" Metro. Tests 
I .5 Grade 1 - 19 52 1.9 2.4 102 
• 2 .., 1952 2.8 3.3 " .5 100 
" 3 - 1952 3.9 4.4 " .5 101 
Grade 1 - 1953 1.9 2.4 f_ .5 100 
" 2 - 1953 2.s 3.4 -.;_ .6 100 
" 3 - 1953 3.9 4.1 "" .2 98 
Group "B" California Testa 
.;1.0 Grade 1 - 1954 1.9 2.9 98 
" 2 - 1954 2.8 3.9 j'1.1 99 
" 3 - 1954 3.9 4.9 ,t1.o 100 
Grade 1 - 1955 1.9 3.2 ,ti.3 101 
" 2 - 1955 2.8 3.9 ,C1.1 98 
" 3 - 1955 3.9 h.2  f .3 99 
different populations of school children. '!'here IUll' have been 
differences in tet"ll8 of intelligence and acbiev•ent, although thie 
seSIB mJ 1 Jce"cy when we note the average I.Q. • a  ill Table XI. These 
di.tterances aq have also resulted, in part, because the caJ.ifonda 
Tests are gieouped as follo1fs& Pril1lar,r Bat;ter,y for grades one, two, 
and three; Elementary Batter,y for gradee fOlll'1 .five, and six. On 
the California Tests the scale for ranking grades one, two, and three 
does not se• fair beCS11Se the .first grade can get a high rating vi.th 
on:cy a ver,y few correct responses, while the second and, especi� 
the third grades, :ma;r have o� a few incorrect responses and receive 
a rating which seE!lllls too low in coraparison with first grade ratings. 
Thls mq be true because ot the attE!llllpt,, by California tests, to 
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measure three grades b;r one test. 'While the Metropolitan Tests are 
grouped as follows: Primal7 Batter.y I, for grade lJ Primal7 Batter;r II, 
for grade 2J Eleunt817 Batter.y for grades . l and 4; and Intermediate 
Batter.r for grades S and 6. It is the opinion of this writer that this 
further breakdown, by grades, of the Metropolitan Tests offers more 
reliable results thaD a test which groups three grades into one test 
batter.y as does the California Tests. For example, the Metropolitan 
Tests offer four separate tests for grades 1 through 6, while the 
California Tests offer o� two separate batteries for grades 1 through 
6. This would not be a valid criticim if the total nwaber of dis­
criJldnating itEDS used for measuring achievaaent for each grade were the 
same or near the same for each test. Later ve will see that the muaber 
of items does differ. 
'.I.be Cal.itornia Tests turni.sh a wider variety of diagnostic infor­
mation than do the Metropolitan Tests, but the reliability. of this extra 
infoma.tion ma:r not be good. For exanple, the California for the Ele­
m.entar:r Batter.y, att•pts to diagnose both individual and class weak­
nesses and strong points in more than 90 different categories, or learn­
ing difficulties, in onl,y three subjects; name]J", read�, arithmetic, 
and language. They hava attempted to measure achievement in these 90 
different areas of learning with a total ot .30$ responses. This allows 
an average of .3.3 responses for each different concept measured. It 
seems unvi.8e to judge students' achievements on such tenuous grounds. 
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For example, in the arltbllletic reasoning test they have used only one 
example to measure what they call 'llhole number concept. In arithmetic 
fundamentals, the test attempts to measure, for example, eol\Dllll addition 
with otll1" two responses and adding numerators is measured with otll1" one 
response. Judgments on these bases mq be unfair because one mistake 
would denote a weakness when perhaps the child understands perfectly 
the arithmetic flmdanentals involved, but just s:llnply made an error 
through carelessness. There are numerous attempts by the California 
'l'ests to measure siailar achievements with a very small number of res­
ponses. 
This is not true in fifty-three other tests. For example, as in 
this stud,y, since we are comparing Metropolitan Tests to the California 
Tests, the next step is to compi.re the Metropolitan Tests on the same 
basis. This test attanpts to measure achievement in five-subject 
matter areas, as compared to onl1" three in the California Tests; namely, 
reading, arithmetic, language, so cial studies and science. This seau 
to be a more appropriate test for general achievement since the Calif­
ornia General Achievement 'l'ests do not attan.pt to measure achievement 
in lit erature, history, geograpb;r or science. The Metropolitan Tests 
attE111pt to measure both irxlividual and class achievement; in only five­
subject matter areas. These five major areas of learning are broken 
d<nm into only eleven diff erertt; leaming concept.a for measurement and 
diagnosis as compared to California Tests, in their attempt to measure 
aDi diagnose oncy three areas of leaming, broken down into over ninety 
different learning concepts. 
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Califomia Tests might be more useful. to teachers and more fair 
to pupils if they did not attEmpt to measure so many different concepts, 
nor try to offer diagnosis on so 1181JY different learning concepts with 
appro:d.mate� the same length tests as others llhich o� clailll to offer 
diagnosis on approximate� one-tenth as maey areas of' learn�. 
It seems reasonable to believe, on the bases of these comparisons, 
that the Metropolitan Tests offer more accurate information on what 
they attempt to measure because the minimum number of responses on 8:t13' 
sub-test is much greater than that used by the California Tests. 
It has been shown how the califomia Tests have atta11pted to 
break their diagnosis down into 11181JY areas of learning in an attempt, 
on their part, to aid teachers in offerlng them a more detailed 
diagnosis of learning difficulties without the necessity of tabulations. 
However, this does not juatif,y an attempt to judge pupil achievement 
on the basis of about three responses for each learning concept . 
Insofar as this is true, we want tests which give val.id and reliable 
information which will aid the teacher in making the maq classroan 
judgments necessary in teaching. In order to reliab� measure the 
mmiber of concepts defined by the Cal.ii'ornia Tests, it would be nec­
essary to have a test so long that, to el•entary students, fatigue 
would be a significant factor or tillle for testing would take too much 
&flY from the regu1ar class activities.  On these bases, it would seem 
that the Metropolitan is more consistent with the idea of test construc­
tion, formation of test batteries, etc. mentioned in Qiapter II. 
CHAPTm VI 
A STUDY .AND CCMPARISON OF RESULTS OF READI:tll 
READINESS TESTS IN PRIMARY GRADES 
Most leading publimers of primaey reading series also publish 
Reading Readiness Tests and Reading Achievement Tests to be used with 
their reading series. In our systE111, w use the Row Peterson Series 
and the Row Peterson Tests. 
Readiness tests and achievement tests are given and the results 
are used periodica.J..:cy- by eve17 primary teacher in our building. Fol­
lowing is a brief 8Ulllll&ry of how we give and use these standardized 
tests in our pr:tmar;y grades. 
Readiness tests are given to all primary grades during the first 
week of the school tem. The tests are scored and the test results 
recorded and kept by the room-teacher. These results are not recorded 
on emulative records due to the limited space on the records, and 
beca:use these results are used almost entirel;r by prim817 teachers 
onl;r. 
The children are ranked according to the scores they earned on 
the Reading Readiness Tests. On the front of each test booklet is a 
conversion table which shOKs the scores corresponding to various ratings 
given below - V6%7 high, high, high average, average, low average, low 
and very low. With this and � other information the teacher mq have, 
she can group the students in a W81' which is most reasonable in terms 
of space, number of students and other relevant consideration. 
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'When results of the first readiness test are recorded as des-
cribed above, it is easy £or the teacher to divide her room into high, 
average and low work groups. Ste is not very interested in I.Q. • s  
just yet, because her first problem is to group the children according 
to their readiness abilities so she ma;r plan her work accordingly. How­
ever, an intelligence test might be used in the same �, but since the 
children are going to be working chiefly with these particular materials, 
it seems reasonable that the particular readiness tests, designed for 
this purpose, will serve this pnrpose better than a general intelligence 
test. Actually-, many reading readiness tests are q�te significantly 
1 correlated vi th intelligence or mental age . It ma;r well mean that the 
reading readiness could be the onlJ' testll:g necessary until the third 
grade as reading seems to be the most important fact of pr:iJnsry- train-
ing. 
For obvious reasons, the ll?'iter cannot include all the test 
results of this £01.Il' year study in the confines of this paper. Table llI 
shows a typical example of the above described plan of grouping by 
readiness tests results at the beginning of grade one. 'lbe reader will 
note that the veey high and the high scores were placed in Group I;  
all those who rated average were placed in Group II, ( this group in­
cludes the high average, the average and the low average scores) , the 
low and the very law scores were placed in the low group, or Group III. 
The teacher was now ready to plan her program for each group. 
1stroud, J. B. , PHcholoH in &iucation, Second &lition, Longmans, (New York, 195 , p. 4;-
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TABLE nr 
RFSULTS OF ROW PETERSON READING READINESS TESTS 
GIVEN SEPr:E11BER 1, 19.54, GRADE l* 
Pu.pil Part 1 Part 2 TotaI Tota! Gi'oup 
Ident. Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Divisions 
No. 
1 34 V. H. 34 V. H. 68 v. H. 1 
2 32 H. 35 V. H. 67 V. H. 1 
3 33 H. 34 V. H. 67 v. H. 1 
4 31 H. 34 V. H. 65 H. l 
5 30 H. A. 35 v. H. 65 H. 1 
6 29 H. Ae 34 V. He 63 H. l 
7 28 A. 33 H. 61 H. l 
8 29 H. A. 30 H. 59 H. l 
9 25 L. A. 29 H. .54 H. A. 2 
10 30 H. A. 24 H. A. 54 H. A. 2 
11 26 L. A. 29 H. 55 H. A. 2 
12 32 H. 22 A. 54 H. A. 2 
]J 28 A. 22 A. 50 A. 2 
14 26 L. A. 23 He A. 49 A. 2 15 26 L. A. 21 A. 47 A. 2 
16 23 Le 20 A. 43 Le .A� 2 
17 31 He 12 L. 43 L. Ae 2 
18 33 H. 9 L. 42 L. A. 2 
19 30 H. Ae l V. Le 31 L. 3 
20 26 A.. 5 V. L. 31 L. 3 
21 24 L. 3 v. L. 27 L. 3 
22 23 L. 3 V� L. 26 L. 3 
23 19 L. 2 V. L. 21 L. 3 
2b 15 L. 0 V. L. 15 v. L. 3 
25 7 V. L. 0 V. L. 7 v. L. 3 
* V. H. - Very High L. - I,ow 
H. - High L. ,L. - Ver,y Loll' 
H. A. - High Average 
A. - Average 
L. A. - Low Average 
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TABLE XIII 
RESULTS OF ROW PETERSON READING READINF.SS TESTS 
GIVEN' SEPrEMBEJt 201 1954, GRADE l* 
Pupil Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Total Total Group 
Ident. Score Rank score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Div. 
No. 
13 22 H. A. 25 V. H. 22 V. H. 69 v. H. l 
3 23 H. 25 v. H. 19 H. 67 V. H. 1 
1 22 H. A. 2; v. H. 18 H. 6; H. 1 
4 21 A. 23 H. 20 v. B. 64 B. 1 
; 22 H. A. 2; v. H. J.6 H. 6.3 H. 1 
8 21 A. 22 B. 19 B. 62 H. 1 
14 23 H. 24 v. H. 14 A. 61 H. 1 
6 22 H. A. 23 B. 16 H. 61 H. 1 
10 24 H. 21 H. 16 H. 61 He 1 
7 2.3 H. 24 v. H. 14 A. 61 H. 
2 21- A. 24 v. H. lS A. 60 B. l 
12 21 A. 24 V. H. 14 A. S9 H. l 
19 24 H. 16 A. 18 He 58 H. A. 2 
13 22 B. A. 22 H. 13 L. A. 57 B. A. 2 
20 24 H. 19 A. 17 A. ;; H. A. 2 
lS 18 L. 22 H. 14 A. S4 B. A. 2 
ll 20 L. A. 21 B. 17 A. 5.3 H. A. 2 
16 22 H. A. 18 A. ll L. 51 A. 2 
17 20 L. A. 16 A. 1h A. ;o A. 2 
22 20 L. A. 17 A. 10 L. 47 L. A. 2 
21 20 L. A. J.6 A. 10 L. 46 L. A. 2 
2.3 20 L. A. 16 A. 8 L. 44 L. .3 
18 21 A. 14 A. 7 V. L. 42 L. 3 
25 19 L. ll L. ll L. 41 L. 3 
24 18 L. .3 V. L. 8 V. L. 29 V. L. .3 
* v. H. - Veey High A. - Average v. L. - Verr L. 
H. - High L. A. - Low Average 
H. A. - High Average L. - Low 
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This pi.-ogr• cannot be included in this study. All other pi.-:1.maey' 
teachers in our building follow a similar plan in grouping their classes, 
but the size of their groups varies according to the results of the 
readiness tests and the other considerations mentioned before. It is 
interesting to note that the groups are arranged according to the de­
gree to which they have certain reading skills rather than b;y munber 
of students. Thus, the size of groups can vary from time to time for 
the same class and between classes and, as a matter of fact, the n1llll-
ber of groups can vary. 
After the teachers have worked with their particular groups 
for about three weeks, and after the children have had a chance to 
better adjuat to school life, a second readiness test is given each 
school 7ear on or about September 20, for the purpose of regrouping. 
Table XIII is a record of the same first grade group as shown in 
Table XIII, only these results were obtained three weeks later. Again, 
it is an easy matter for the teacher to regroup her class from the re­
sults or this test and her own understanding of the students. 
A quick comparison of the two tables will show that the groups 
changed as followsi 
Group 
l 
2 
3 
TABIE XIV 
CHANGES IN GROUPING 
First Test 
8 
10 
7 
Second Test 
12 
9 
4 
Number 1 on the first test, Table XII, ranked highest in class 
and number 25 ranked lowest. In Table XIII, under the second test, 
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the same numbers were used for pupil identification and the numbers in­
cluded in each group show the individuals who make up each new group 
and which ones improved and how much they improved over this period of 
three weeks. 
By stud;ying the test results revealed in these tables, the reader 
can quicklJ' see which pupils moved up to a higher group and which ones 
moved to a lower group. Note that onlJr one pupil in this particular 
group went down into another group, while eight pupils moved up to a 
higher group. Ma;y it be further noted that this pupil who went down 
to a lower group in test two had the identical score of 42 out of a 
possible 72 on both tests. The reason he went down into a lower group 
in test two, yet having the sane score on both tests, is because the 
class as a whole made significant improvement J thereby', raising the 
level of achievement for ea.ch group. 
From this point on, the teacher starts to plan her work for 
the new]Jr formed groups. In January of each school year, the class is 
again re-tested and re-grouped according to test results. At the end 
of the school year, achievement tests a.re given to measure progress in 
each grade. Results of some of these tests are shown in Chapters III 
and IV. The fact that standardized tests are given on]Jr three times 
during the year does not preclude changing the reading group ' s  lllember­
ship at other times. 
Mq it be .further understood that the task of im.pi:-oving any 
educational pi:-ogram large:cy- depends upon the room-teacher. The 
teacher' s  attitude, co-operation, interest, erxt.husiasm, health, home, 
and 0011D11un:it;r life, all have their effects upon teachers. We should 
add to this 1ist teacher-morale, teacher-pupil re1ationship and teacher-
principal re1ationship. No two teachers are exactly alike in al1 of 
these aspects, therefore, the experiences of chi1dren under arry two 
given teachers mq vary greatly. 
Tab1e XV shows the achievement records of two groups of chil-
dren for a period of two years. Group "A" had different first and 
second grade teachers than Group "B". 
TABLE XV 
A COMPARISON OF GROUP n An AND GROUP 11B11 
Group 
"A" 
Class Aver. 
Score on 
Ach. Tests 
First grade 1954 - - - 49.5 
Second n 1955 - - - 39.5 
aroup 
"B" 
C1ass Aver. 
Score on 
Ach. Tests 
First grade 1954 - - - 49.0 
Second n 1955 - - - 52.0 
A stud;r of the above tab1e shows that both Group n An and Group 
"B" scored appi:-oximate'.b' the same at the end of the first grade, but 
at the end of the second grade the class scores were very different. 
Administrators should not judge, too quickly, teachers on the basis 
of results such as those shown in Tab1e XV, because several control­
ling factors may have altered these results. For example: (l)chance 
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dif.:t'erence � have entered in this case; ( 2) group nAn may have re­
ceived new students with lower I.Q. ' s; (3) good students may have lett 
Group "A"; and, ( 4) teaching methods and pupil attendance ma;y have 
e.:t'fected these results. Adminiatrators should con.sider these and many 
other factors before attempting to judge teachers on test results. 
CHAP1'ER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Many adm:inistrators misuse standardized test results or fail 
to use them at al.1. This study has increased the writer' s ability to 
plan and aclmillister a good testing program and to properly use test 
results to :iJ!lprove the educational program. 
Among the things learned by the writer, in preparing this paper 
area 
1. That, if properly used, test resu1ts are valuable and nec­
essar:y aids for teachers, pupils and aqministrators. 
2. That standardized tests ma;r differ in measuring the degree 
of achievement of individuals or groups as a whole. 
3. That the California Tests seem to rank pupils higher than 
do Metropolitan Tests, especial.l.y in pr.llnary grades. 
4. That California Tests attempt; to diagnose too many learning 
difficulties with only one or two questions, in some cases, for each 
item measured. 
5. Standardized achievement tests published by different com­
panies differ in what they measure and how good they measure what they 
measure. 
6. That a reading readiness test is  one aid in grouping children 
for instructional purposes; they should be used in conjunction with all 
other available int'onnation on the child. Teachers shou1d not depend 
upon test resu1ts alone in grouping her classes. 
7. That readiness can be improved and does change, in varying 
degrees, among children. 
8. That teachers should have test results at the beginning of 
the school year to aid in planning their irogram. 
9. That a long range testing program should be planned ahead 
by teachers and administrators rathe r than by a quick, haphazard 
selection of tests made by administrators With little or no thought 
given to plans for proper use of test results. 
10. That probab� the most val.uable use of test results is 
in diagnosing pupil and class weaknesses and strong points. 
n. That test results alone should never be used to judge 
teachers, pupils , textbooks or s chools. 
12. That the task of improving educational prograns large� 
depends upon the room-teachers. 
13. That attitude, co-operation, interest, enthusiasm, health 
home, and comm.unity life all have their effects upon both teachers 
and pupils, and must be considered along with test results, or per­
haps test results along With these other factors, in malting decisions 
regarding students. 
14. That teacher-morale, teacher-pupil relationships and teacher­
principal relationships are important factors in any educgi;ional program. 
Testing procedures are part of the educational program and, thua, the 
test result s should act in a positive manner to teacher morale, etc. 
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